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FIRE EVACUATION PLAN 
     DORMITORY VŠB 

OBJECTS „A, B, C, D, E“ 
 
Fire evacuation plan sets out the evacuation of people and materials from the objects threatened by the 
fire. Fire evacuation plan is valid for any kind of event in case of emergency. 
 
Leading of evacution 
 
Evacuation will lead the Director of the dormitory, in case of his absence fire protection worker. In 
their absence the service is carried out by the receptionists of the dormitory. Evacuation Is announced 
over the radio or calling „FIRE“ over the phone. 

Implementation of evacuation 

Evacuation will be carried out according to the grafical representation of the direction  in the direction 
of escape routes to emergency exits leading to open space. Escape direction is indicated by 
pictograms. Evacuees will be concetrated before the various objects. Persons with  reduced mobility  
will be carried out by helpers to designated area. 

Checking the numbers of evacuees 

Director of the dormitory, prevention of fire protection or receptionists responsible for the inspection 
of evacuees accommodated according to the list. 

First aid 

First aid to handicaped will ensure emergency  hotline 150, which will be placed  according to the 
situation on the safety spot which will be marked by the director  of the dormitory, prevention of fire 
protection or by the  receptionists . 

Evacuation of material and goods from danger area 

If the director determines in certain situation evacuation  of materials, ensure also the storage location 
and the responsible employee who will oversee the material. 

Location of the evacution plan 

Fire evacuation plan will be placed pernamently at the receptions of each building, graphical 
representation of emergency exits routes in each floor. 

 

Part of fire evacuation plan is a graphical representation of escape routes. 
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